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Friendship Afoot in Armley

O

NCE again we were delighted with
the warmth of the welcomes at
each place of worship visited on
our 4th annual Walk of Friendship, this
time in the Armley area of West Leeds.
We were also very lucky with the
weather!
We started in the Holy Family Catholic
Church just off Tong Road where about
100 people were welcomed by Fr McGrath
and the Lord Mayor of Leeds, Cllr Frank
Robinson. We followed the rainbow
banners along to the gurdwara on Tong
Road and enjoyed langar, part of
traditional Sikh hospitality. Sewa Singh
Kalsi, a past Chair of Concord, told us
something of Sikh life and worship.
The Walk next took us to the large and
imposing St Bartholomew’s Anglican
Church where, after a short talk, we were
able to look at a selection of displays set
up by various local groups. Then it was a

short walk across the road to the small
purpose-built mosque on Brooklyn Terrace
where Zubeda gave us an insight into
Islam and the Muslim way of life. John
Battle MP joined us for a short while there
too. Finally we made our way to the
chapel on Wesley Road, shared by three
Christian denominations, for our last talk
and an opportunity to look around this
newly refurbished building.
More pictures on pages 10-11
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Picnic for Peace

It was lovely day with sunny weather
and a good turn out. We moved into the
bandstand and lit peace flame candles
(which blew out in the wind) still we
enjoyed a moment of reflection about
Peace and sang the verse Let there be
Peace on Earth. It was a worthwhile
afternoon and opportunity to meet with
people and eat with people of different
faiths. One thing we all have in common
is a desire for peace, both for the earth
and a peace inside our hearts.
Pippa Lee Meer

Sunday August 2nd

T

HE weather stayed fine – though
a bit cool and breezy – at our
annual Picnic for Peace in
Roundhay Park. The rainbow banner
drew quite a bit of attention and when,
after having eaten our fill from the
delicious array of food provided, we
went into the ‘summer-house’ with the
World Peace Flame, one of the park
workers passing by on his vehicle
stopped off to join us.
Cynthia
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Patterns of Worship

Hinduism

C

ONCORD members were
welcomed to the Hindu
Temple in June for arti, a
priest-led ceremony welcoming the
deities with the opening of the
curtain, ringing of bells and offering
of gifts while those present sang and
clapped. Food was blessed and
offered to the gods then later
distributed to the congregation.
Mr Vakharia then explained that
the Hindu tradition was a nonproselytising way of life that
welcomed anyone of any faith. He
described several of the deities and
symbols in temple paintings. Hindus
have shrines at home where they give
devotion to their chosen deity as part of
the daily routine. Families, groups and
individuals visit the temple for special
celebrations, blessings and teachings.
Over
generously
provided
refreshments Lalita Kanvinde spoke

about her personal pattern of worship
with traditional ceremonies at a small
shrine in her home and the feeling of
happiness and well-being she gets from
her devotions. Her husband Suresh gave
us a detailed and interesting handout
which he had prepared, explaining many
aspects of Hindu worship, and both Lalita
and Suresh answered members questions.
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Annual General Meeting
May 28th 2009

R

EPORTS were given by the Secretary
and Treasurer. Concord has had an
excellent year of talks and activities with
the Walk of Friendship once again being a most
successful event. Income has exceeded
expenditure but the Treasurer pointed out that
interest rates have plummeted, so more paying
members are needed.
The main item on the Agenda was to revise
the Constitution so that –
• Committee and Council of Faiths were
combined as one body
• all membership would be individual
• no time restriction on terms of office
• powers to award grants were clarified.
All were accepted, along with dropping the
need for members to be over 18, although it
was agreed that elected officers must be aged18
or over.
All serving officers were re-elected.
Chair—Revd Trevor Bates;
Secretary—Cynthia Dickinson;
Treasurer—Stephen Tucker;
Membership & Editor—John Summerwill;
Publicity—Jay Anderson.
Serving committee members were also reelected: Elizabeth Bernheim, Shinchi Daishin,
John Fountain, David Goodman, David Hick,
Sewa Singh & Hardeep Kaur Kalsi, Suresh &
Lalita Kanvinde, Joyce Sundram.
Guest speaker Revd Charles Dobbin of Leeds
Faiths Forum described how the conference on
Faiths and the Environment had been initiated,
the success of the day with presentations by
John Battle MP and representatives from five
faiths – Buddhist, Christian, Muslim, Pagan and
Sikh. He commented on the fact that all the
faiths had much in common with regard to
caring for the environment and the links
between the environment, justice, morality and
peace. There will be the opportunity for people
of faith to work together in environmental
projects around Leeds, with support from
Groundwork.
Once again Concord is grateful to the Friends
at Carlton Hill Meeting House for the use of
their premises.
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Concord Chair Trevor Bates and
AGM Guest Speaker Charles Dobbin

Research Help Needed

C

AN you help the William Temple
Foundation {WTF} with some
important research? WTF would like
people living in the UK, aged 18 or over and
who have a religious faith or spirituality and/
or are active members of religious or spiritual
groups, such as a church, mosque, temple,
meditation group, study circle or prayer
network to take part in a survey. WTF is
especially keen to secure good representation
from people of Muslim, Hindu and Buddhist
backgrounds. As part of its Leverhulme
funded research project WTF is inviting
people from a wide range of faith
communities in the UK to complete a survey.
There is a link on the home page at
www.wtf.org.uk. There are around 100
questions and the survey should take about
20 minutes to complete. It is looking at how
and why religious and spiritual groups make
a contribution to their communities. Please
try to answer all the questions and give your
personal honest opinions. Everything you
tell WTF is completely confidential and
anonymous. For further information contact
Dr Chris Baker and Greg Smith, William
Temple Foundation, Luther King House,
Brighton Grove, Manchester, M14 5JP.
Telephone: 0161-249-2502

Patterns of Worship

Brahma Kumaris

Remembrance
festivals are held
on January 18th
and June 24th in
memory of the
founder and his
s u c c e s s o r,
focusing on the
inspiration they
gave. Through
links with India,
Divali is celebrated, as is the Sacred Thread
in August.
In England Sunday has
become special as a time for members of
the community to gather together for
meditation and teachings.

I

N July we visited the Brahma Kumari
Centre for a talk by David Goodman.
Meditation is integral to the Brahma
Kumaris’ pattern of worship – aiming to
achieve union with the Supreme, the
Source of Light, the totally benevolent
God. Everything done is an endeavour
to cultivate an on-going relationship with
God.
The day starts with early morning
meditation at 4am, the ‘between time’
when God feels to be more accessible and
the mind hasn’t become otherwise
occupied. At 6.30am there is a study time,
reading from the original Brahma
Kumari teachings. This is daily
practice, 365 days a year. During
the day there is an effort made to
reconnect with the Supreme Being
on an hourly basis. And at the end
of each day there is another period
of meditation, clearing the mind of
the day’s activities.
Importance is put into the
preparation of food, which is purely
vegetarian, with a small portion
offered to God at the start of the
meal.

Leeds Schumacher Conference:
Voices for a new vision of community

Simply Sitting at Sunset
The Quakers invite you to the Yorkshire Sculpture
Park. They have inherited responsibility for running an
event at Turrell's 'Sky Space' in the Deer Shelter at
dusk. This year the event is from 5.30pm to 7.30pm on
October 9th. The price is £10, which includes free car
parking, a hot drink, leaflets and use of YSP facilities
including mobility scooters. There is a brief introduction
which explains how Turrell’s Quaker experience
connects with the physicality of the Deer Shelter
Skyspace, but the time in the installation is not structured
and people can respond however they like. There are
only 25 places, so they need to be booked in advance.
Please contact Susan Robson on 0113 318 8084
susan.robson@cooptel.net

Featuring local and national speakers, interactive
workshops, and Open Space. What kind of local
community and local economy do we want to create in
this region, and as a model for the wider world, as we
respond to the challenges of the 21st century? Themes
include: Gandhi’s legacy – non-violence and local self
reliance; Plurality and Diversity – dialogue respect
and celebration; Rebuilding the Local Economy;
Transition to a Zero Carbon Future; Building Quality of
Life; Developing Local Resilience. Gandhi Hall,
Headingley Campus, Leeds Met University 10
October 2009 10am – 5pm FREE Book online
www.schumacher-north.co.uk 0113 262 7914
info@schumacher-north.co.uk
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SURESH & LALITA
KANVINDE

Profile

(Interviewed by Trevor Bates on 30th July 2009)

6th in a series of interviews
with members of Concord

T

HE profile for this issue of our
newsletter is of a husband and wife
team who are true representatives
of the Hindu community in Leeds.
Although Suresh and Lalita Kanvinde
have only been with Concord for nearly
four years, yet they have been keen and
enthusiastic to be involved both with our
Executive Committee and our Monthly
meetings.
SURESH was born in Mumbai
(Bombay) India, and is the only child of
his parents. At school and college he took
full advantage of the opportunities for
learning, yet he still found time to be a
keen all-rounder at cricket. Suresh
graduated with a BSc in Civil Engineering
from Poone (Poonah) University.
In 1967 Suresh came to the UK in
order to do post-graduate work in Civil
Engineering. Entry visas for Indian
students at that time were only for 6
months duration with an allowance of £5!
Suresh was the first of his family to come
to England, and for four months he
sought work in civil engineering, making
nearly 100 applications without
success. Indian qualifications
were not readily accepted by
UK civil engineering firms,
however, eventually he was
employed by a firm in Selby
where Suresh lived for 7/8
months and then finally moved
to Leeds.
A
few
years
after
graduating,
Suresh’s
engagement and then marriage
to Lalita in 1962 were arranged
by their families. The ‘arranged
marriage’ procedures among
Brahmins in India takes time,
involving a match-maker

middleman, and they are sensitive to the
hopes and aspirations of all those
concerned.
Once Suresh was settled in Leeds,
within a year, then Lalita and their young
son Ranjit came over to join him. Suresh
found work with other civil engineering
firms and held the post of Planning
Manager for various projects, mostly in
connection with hospitals in the Leeds
area.
Suresh retired early on health grounds
a couple of years after a heart attack, and
has supported Lalita in her voluntary
work besides his own voluntary
commitments. A particular example is that
together they help to run a weekly group
for elderly Asian women, called
Sumangal, at the Montague Burton Day
Centre on Roundhay Road, Leeds.
Suresh, in his retirement years, has
gained NVQs in Computer Programming
beside being Treasurer for a British Heart
Foundation Support Group at St James’
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Hospital and of course, being involved
with us at Concord. He also manages to
find time for bowling and bridge playing!
LALITA was also born in Mumbai,
India, and at university gained an MSc in
Botany. When we learn that Lalita also
has a sister who is married to a cousin of
Suresh, we begin to see that the marriage
arranging practice for Brahmins in India
can be very ‘in house’ sometimes.
Suresh’s mother was a great encourager
for both Suresh and Lalita, encouraging
Lalita to take up employment within the
university college as a teacher prior to
coming to join Suresh in Leeds in 1967.
Lalita met Professor Woolhouse, late
Professor of Plant Sciences at the
University of Leeds, who offered her
work for one year as a Research
Assistant. Afterwards she was appointed
Research Technician as a permanent post,
and Lalita remained in the Plant Sciences
Deparment for 20 years. During that period
she gained a PhD in Bacteria Genetics and
remained part-time for six years.
Lalita then took the bold step of leaving
university life and, looking for a change,
took up employment in a children’s
nursery for Leeds City Council, where
she remained for five years and enjoyed
the work.
On retirement Lalita seems to have her
‘finger in many pies’ whilst Suresh enjoys
‘just one at a time’! Lalita is a very active
Hindu representative, being involved
with Leeds Faiths Forum as well as
Concord. Lalita does school visits on
behalf of the Hindu Temple, but does not
consider herself an orthodox Hindu.
Rather both Suresh and Lalita see
Hinduism as evolving and keeping abreast
of the changes in culture and society
wherever Hindu people live and work.
Our Concord Fellowship is enriched
greatly by having Suresh and Lalita
amongst us and because they both
believe in the aims of our group. We hope
to have them with us for some years to
come.

Buddhism

A

BOUT twenty people went along
to the Quaker Meeting House in
April for the fifth in our series of
talks on Patterns of Worship. Shinchi
Daishin explained that Buddhist worship
is directed towards the human
embodiment of enlightenment; the true
nature of enlightenment and the person’s
true nature being the same. “Going for
refuge” is trusting Buddha and learning
from his teachings.
For
many
B u d d h i s t s
meditation
occupies
the
central part of
their lives and is
the way by which
they aim to gain
enlightenment.
This can be done
alone at the
home shrine as
well as at a puja ,
a communal gathering often at the full
moon with flowers and candles on the
shrine. The ritual demands attention and
expresses deeply held ideals. It can be a
very emotional experience, being
communally receptive to a higher state
of consciousness, feeling empathy with
all life.
The sevenfold puja involves an
appreciation of the three jewels—the
Buddha, the dharma (teaching) and the
sangha (community); going for refuge
in Buddha; confession of faults; rejoice in
everyone’s happiness; need for help and
transfer of merit to well-being of all.
Several members were interested in
visiting a Buddhist place of worship – a
distinct possibility now that two branches
of Buddhism have venues in Leeds city
centre.
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Sikhism

I

N the tradition of Sikh
hospitality, Concord members
and friends were invited in
September to partake of langar, an
excellent meal of curried vegetables
rice and chapattis, prior to the talk
by Harbans Singh Sagoo at the
Guru Nanak Nishkam Sewak Jatha
Gurdwara in Beeston. In the main
worship hall where a granthi sat in
attendance with the Sikh holy book–Guru
Granth Sahib– we learnt that worship
generally starts at around 5am and finishes
at 8pm. Most Sikhs will observe the early
morning prayers at home although the
gurdwara is open every day for
worshippers. There are five prescribed
prayers for early morning, psalms of
peace at mid-morning worship and
prescribed evening prayers. There are also
mantras on which to meditate.
A member of the congregation, Manjit,
explained how she observes her daily
worship. Before saying her morning
prayers she has a bath; it is considered
important to have a clean body. She told
us how she feels ‘stronger’ in her
meditation when joined by her husband,

and even stronger when meditating with
a full congregation. Along with the five
morning prayers she also has a personal
prayer, giving thanks and asking for help
or forgiveness. She doesn’t ask for
worldly things as she is content to ‘live in
the will of God’.
We were then treated to music and
singing of words from the Granth.
Sikhs attend the gurdwara for
communal worship that includes singing,
reading from the Granth, talks and
meditation. People come in and leave at
different times; everyone leaving is given
some karah parshad—a sweet,
consecrated pudding as a blessing and a
symbol of equality.
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Interfaith Calendar
October 2009 - January 2019
OCTOBER
3- 9 Sukkot
7
Pavarana
10
Shemini Atzeret
11
Simchat Torah
11-18
17
18-25
20
31

26
28
29

Jewish
Buddhist
Jewish
Jewish

Day of Covenant
Bahá’í
Ascension of ‘Abdu’l-Baha Bahá’í
First Sunday of Advent Christian

DECEMBER
8
Bodhi Day
12-19 Hanukkah
18
Al-Hijra (New Year)

Week of Prayer for World Peace
Diwali
Hindu/Sikh
One World Week
Birth of the Bab
Bahá’í
Installation of the Guru Granth
Sikh
Samhain
Pagan
Halloween
Secular

Buddhist
Jewish

Muslim
21
Winter Solstice / Yule
Pagan
25
Christmas Day
Christian
26
St Stephen’s/Boxing Day Christian
27
Ashura
Muslim
JANUARY 2010
6
Epiphany
Christian
14
Makar Sakranti
Hindu
Maghi
Sikh
17
World Religion Day
Bahá’í
18-25 Week of Prayer for Christian Unity
18
Anniversary of Brahma Baba
Brahma Kumari
20
Vasant Panchami
Hindu
21
Holocaust Memorial Event at Leeds
Town Hall, 1.30 for 2.00 pm
27
National Holocaust Memorial Day
30-Feb 1 Mahayana New Year Buddhist
30
Tu B'shvat
Jewish

NOVEMBER
1
All Saints’ Day
Christian
Sangha Day
Buddhist
2
All Souls Day
Christian
Birthday of Guru Nanak
Sikh
5
Kathina Day
Buddhist
8
Remembrance Sunday
12
Birthday of Baha’u’llah
Bahá’í
24
Guru Tegh Bahadur Martyrdom
Sikh
25-28 Hajj
Muslim
27
Eid ul Adha
Muslim

Treasures Revealed in Leeds, May 1–9 2010

C

The week-long event will take place
between Saturday May 1st and Sunday
May 9th 2010. There is surely something
in your place of worship worth showing
or talking about. Why not consider
opening your doors for an hour or two
on the day of your choosing so that
people from near or far can call in and
find out what goes on.
For more information, contact TRiL chairman Jamie Guest
bethandjamie@ntlworld.com
or secretary Pam Roe
roe47@btinternet.com

ONCORD is a member of the
independent steering group that
organises Treasures Revealed in
Leeds and is very keen to involve as
many different places of worship as
possible, not just churches or places of
architectural interest but the whole variety
of buildings that represent multi-faith
Leeds.
We would like to see mosques,
gurdwaras, temples and synagogues open
their doors to the public, as well as
building used by lesser-known Christian
denominations.
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Walk of Friendship 2009

Above: Holy Family Catholic Church

Below: the prayer hall in the gurdwara
Below right: Fr Wright welcomes us in
St Bartholomew’s Church before the famous
Schulze organ

Above: Outside Sri Guru Nanak Gurdwara,
and the ladies in the langar
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Above:
inside St
Bartholomew’s
Left: John
Battle MP
speaking in
the Armley
Mosque
Right:
Outside St
Bartholomew’s
Below: Wesley
Road Chapel
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Concord’s Peace Service

Leeds Faiths Forum
Multi-faith environment projects

W

E hope to see all of you – plus your
friends, family and congregations –
at this year’s Peace Service in the Civic
Hall on Wednesday October 21st. We are
delighted to have the presence of the Lord
Mayor of Leeds, the World Peace Flame
and a return visit from Swara, a group of
young Sikh musicians.
If you know of a faith or multi-faith
group that can sing, play, or dance on
the theme of peace – do please let our
Secretary know, then we can include
something new and different at future
services.

F

OLLOWING on from their successful Faiths and
the Environment conference in March, LFF and
Groundwork have organised multi-faith clean-up
projects in three areas of Leeds. Sunday 4th October
Halton; Sunday 25th October Charley Cake Park,
Armley; Sunday 21st February, Cardinal Square,
Beeston.
Volunteers are needed from different faith
communities to work alongside local residents for
the benefit of the environment. To register your
interest in any project contact Revd Charles Dobbin
0113 268 4589 cdobbin@aol.com

Yorkshire & Humber Faiths Forum
Together for Peace–Leeds Summat

YH&FF has organised a free conference on Faith in
the Environment for November 5th at the Shine in
Harehills. For more information ring: 0113 245 6444
or e-mail: admin@yorkshireandhumberfaiths.org.uk

Nov 21st, Leeds University Union

A

major free event to explore the big
issues of our time through interactive
art, workshops, music, film, networking,
action groups and much more.
Concord’s display will be there – do
come along and say hello.

Holocaust Memorial

C

Learn About Bahá’í

ONCORD Chair, the Revd Trevor Bates, will
represent Concord at the Holocaust Memorial
Event in Leeds Town Hall on Sunday 24th January,
at 1.30 for 2.00 pm, and read a passage by Fergal
Keane.

L

Fairtrade City

EEDS Bahá’ís are holding a series of open
meetings introducting a range of various topics
with opportunity for asking questions. The meetings
are at the Friends’ Meeting House, Woodhouse
Lane, at 8.00 pm on Thursdays October 8th,
November 12th and December 10th.

L

EEDS has been successful in renewing its
Fairtrade City status – but would like to do
even more. As a member of the steering group I
have volunteered to try and find out just how many
places of worship and faith groups use and promote
Fairtrade products. If your church, chapel, meeting
hall, synagogue, mosque, gurdwara, temple or
group is a Fairtrade establishment – please drop
me an e-mail or give me a ring and let me know.
Cynthia
secretary@concord-leeds.org.uk
0845 4582568

InterFaith Week

N

OVEMBER 16th to 22nd has been
designated InterFaith Week, when all
over the country groups of all kinds will be
holding events to highlight the importance of
interfaith co-operation and understanding.

This copy of the newsletter is free. The January mailing goes only to members.
Please support Concord by sending your subscription to John S. Summerwill, Concord Membership
Secretary, 263 Lidgett Lane, Leeds LS17 6PP. Make your cheque payable to Concord.
The subscription until March 2010 is £9 (or £6 for students, unwaged and pensioners).
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